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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2475 3 Wenlock Way Prospect Hare: Two Bob

Run Report
The neighbours must think we are mad 15 grown men standing in the rain one blowing a trumpet
the others calling ON ON. Its pissing down with rain blowing a gale certainly not conducive weather for been outdoors. The Lip has been known to say “We will make LH3 Great Again” so off we go.
The Hare Two Bob has set another of his Left Right runs a folded sheet of A4 paper marked with a
series of L’s and r’s preceded by a number 1R, 1L, 1L, 2R in theory this should take you through the
supermarket onto Westbury Rd an take the second right into Mace St from here a couple of lefts
and a right take us into the housing commission estate to a dead end. By this time we are sodden
to the core our instruction paper has turned to mulch Shrek picks up a couple of $5.00 notes
floating past in the gutter so stumps are called and we head for the ON HOME site. A run set with
good intentions but the torrential down pour and lack of enthusiasm put an end to another of Two
Bobs Left Right disasters

ON ON:
Two Bob has the gas heater going in the garage not sure if its to keep the Hashers warm or is heating a crop that
must be growing in the cornered off section in the back of the garage. Dry clothes replace the wet ones and its time
for an ale or two. Inlet and Boong are boasting about their upcoming caravanning road trip to South Australia via Victoria Bugsy is off to Melbourne for the weekend to catch up with Scary and Tight Spot. Tyles is predicting a Covid
shut down in Victoria does not believe anyone will be venturing interstate and Scary will be testing out the camper in
a rush trip to the N.S.W border. The Hash Cash Boong has declared a free night tonight to reward the 15 crazy
Hashers who ventured out on this cold miserable night, even the raffle is free. The G.M is with us tonight and has
shown the worlds world’s worst Trail Master how easy it is to organise Hares for the next 4 weeks
Next week we are at Tyles Block 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn followed by Sheilas then Loggys at thumbs car yard then
Bendovers in Waverley.
If we are out of runs in 5 weeks time we will be at the Trail Masters at Benson Crt
Only a few On Downs tonight, two Bob the Hare setting the run and organising the worst weather in Hashing History
Fingers the top Tipster again and an anniversary run for Thumbs 750 Runs.
Major raffle prizes tonight Bugsy bottle leg opener Sheila Six pack Boags
The barby is final fired up under cover of the veranda.

The 2021 Committee The Committee that “ Will Make LH3 Great Again”
GM: DerbsJM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Boong, Monk: Sheila Trail Master: Inlet , Horn: Electric Eric , Lip: Tyles, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy,

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 1st June 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn Hare: Tyles
Tuesday 8th June 171 West Tamar H’way Trevally Hare: Sheila
Tuesday 15th June 171 Invermay Rd Thumbs Car Yard Hare Loggy
Tuesday 22nd June 13 Fryett St Waverley Hare: Bendover

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 3rd June 266 St Leonards Rd Hare: XXX
Joke of the Week
A priest, a minister, and a rabbi want to see who’s best at his job. So they each go into the woods, find a
bear, and attempt to convert it. Later they get together. The priest begins: “When I found the bear, I read
to him from the Catechism and sprinkled him with holy water. Next week is his first communion.” “I found
a bear by the stream,” says the minister, “and preached God’s holy word. The bear was so mesmerized
that he let me baptize him.” They both look down at the rabbi, who is lying on a gurney in a body cast.
“Looking back,” he says, “maybe I shouldn't have started with the circumcision.”

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Boong Do you
think you are
off to Victoria

Bugsy thinks
he is also going

Mr Google says S.A
have shut their borders to anyone coming
via Victoria

We will get a
G.2.G pass
into South
Australia

Scary is making a run for
the N.S.W
border

